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ABSTRACT
Navigation and object interaction are two difficult, crucial tasks for autonomous mobile vehicles.
These tasks are made even more challenging when the vehicle is in an unfamiliar environment. The
task of autonomous refueling in an arbitrary environment encompasses both the navigation and
object interaction tasks. In this paper, we propose a reinforcement learning model and training
procedure which can take the first steps toward efficiently learning to seek out and dock at a
charging station using only a single on-board monocular camera. More specifically we address the
task of rotating in place to find the charging station and keep it centered in the camera’s field of
view. Our results show that using this method, the vehicle is able to successfully find and maintain
focus on the charging station with a success rate of 99.4%.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
As robots and vehicles gain the ability to perform mapping, path planning, and navigation, the
human operator is required to give less and less input. However, these tasks can only be performed
as long as the robot or vehicle has energy/fuel, making autonomous recharging/refueling an im-
portant problem to solve. More specifically, the autonomous recharging (auto-recharge) problem
consists of autonomously seeking out, navigating, and coupling to a charging station. Solving this
problem requires the robot to perform complex behaviors for both navigation and interaction with
the charging station. This type of behavior could be achieved with a set of sensors on-board both
the robot and the charging station. However, limiting ourselves to only using sensors on-board the
robot means that a solution to the auto-recharge problem could easily be extended to interactions
with objects to which it may not be feasible to mount sensors.
Some specific complex robotic behaviors can be accomplished through supervised learning or
other forms of artificial intelligence, but these approaches require creating an overall algorithm
for the model to work in. For example, object avoidance through supervised learning might be
accomplished by feeding input images into an object detection model, but then the results need to
be interpreted and used to algorithmically decide what action to take. This algorithmic decision-
making process can vary widely from task to task, requiring new algorithms to be developed for
each task.
Reinforcement learning models have been proven to be capable of learning complex behaviors in
Atari video games Mnih et al. (2013), as well as board games such as chess and Go. These problems
both have a relatively simple state space. However, when working with robotics in the real world,
the state space is much more complex and noisy, especially when the state space consists of visual
data. This increases the difficulty of the task, making the model learn more slowly or fail to learn
altogether. One way to speed up the training process is to use first use simulation to do a majority
2of the training, transferring to the real world once the agent is successful in simulation Pinto et al.
(2017) Rusu et al. (2016) Tobin et al. (2017) Xie et al. (2017).
In this work, we aim to take the first step toward solving the auto-recharge problem by solving
a sub-problem: finding and focusing on the charging station. This task will require the robot to
rotate in place to find the charging station, then remain stationary, pointing directly at the charging
station (within some tolerance) for an extended period of time. As an additional constraint, the
robot can only use a single monocular camera during test time (although other sensors can be used
for the training process).
3CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORK
Previous work which relates to this investigation can be roughly grouped into three categories.
The first category contains works which address potential methods of reducing the amount of
training time. One such method involves helping the agent out, either by allowing it to observe
data produced by a human controller Schaal (1997) Kidono et al. (2002), or by initially giving the
agent starting states which are near the goal Florensa et al. (2017). Another such method involves
transferring knowledge from a similar, previously learned task Devin et al. (2017) or from a model
trained in simulation Pinto et al. (2017) Rusu et al. (2016) Tobin et al. (2017) Xie et al. (2017).
When a model is trained in simulation, the third method of reducing training time becomes feasible.
This method involves training multiple agents in parallel, with all agents contributing to a single
model Nair et al. (2015) Mnih et al. (2016) Clemente et al. (2017).
The second category includes works which address methods of learning policies for achieving
complex goals in complex environments. One method breaks the ultimate task down into smaller
tasks which all need to be handled simultaneously by the agent Doya et al. (2002) Mirowski et al.
(2016). For example, Ngai et al. tackled the task of passing a vehicle on the highway, which is
composed of smaller tasks such as lane following, speed maintenance, object tracking, etc... Ngai
and Yung (2011). Another method involves identifying subgoals the agent can meet along the way
to the final goal state Gaskett et al. (2000) Menache et al. (2002) S¸ims¸ek and Barto (2004) Polvara
et al. (2018). Hierarchical reinforcement learning has been shown to be particularly successful
in learning complex behaviors by allowing a lower-level model to handle short-term goals while a
higher-level model works on a coarser time scale to control these goals Ni et al. (2013) Kulkarni
et al. (2016) Peng et al. (2017) Nachum et al. (2018).
Ideally, once the model has been trained, it should be able to maintain high performance in new
settings. This is the problem addressed by the last category of previous works. One potential way
4to deal with new environments would be to create and store a map of the new environment on the
fly Oriolo et al. (1998) Yamauchi et al. (1998) Kim and Eustice (2013). Storing a map can become
too memory-intensive, so others have proposed only keeping track of useful landmarks within the
environment Gaussier et al. (1997) Sala et al. (2006) Strasdat et al. (2009). Other approaches
include providing information about the environment/task as input to the model Zhu et al. (2017),
or preventing the model from learning anything specific about the training environment by using
a wide variety of training environments McGovern and Barto (2001) Whiteson et al. (2011) Heess
et al. (2017).
It is clear that our model will need to be efficiently trained to learn policies which accomplish
a complex goal in a variety of complex environment. These previous works demonstrate methods
which can be built upon to tackle the problem of autonomous navigation and docking.
5CHAPTER 3. BACKGROUND
In this section we will discuss some basic background information on RL and actor-critic models.
3.1 Reinforcement Learning
The most common type of machine learning is supervised learning, in which the model is trained
using a large amount of labeled training data, where the labels denote the correct response for the
corresponding data sample. The model’s job is to learn an accurate mapping from an input data
sample to the correct response. Now consider a problem where we want the model to choose actions
to perform in order to achieve some long-term goal. In this case, there doesn’t seem to be any single
correct action to take for every point in time, making it impossible to label the input data. This is
precisely the type of problem reinforcement learning was designed to solve.
In reinforcement learning (RL), the model (also called the agent) is put into an environment.
The agent receives state information about the environment (such as an image), and selects an
action to take. The environment the responds with new state information (based on the agent’s
action being performed) along with a reward. This reward tells the agent how good or bad it’s
doing. The agent’s goal is to maximize the long-term cumulative reward, meaning that it may have
to learn that a smaller reward now could lead to a large reward in the future.
3.2 Actor-Critic Model
One RL model which has seen some success recently is the actor-critic model, which is comprised
of two smaller models: the actor and the critic. The critic is a neural network responsible for
estimating the function
Q∗ (st, at) = rt
∞∑
i=1
γir∗t+i = rt + γQ
∗ (st+1, a∗t+1) (3.1)
6where st is the state at time t, at is the action taken at time t, rt is the reward received at time t, γ
is the discount factor, r∗t is the maximum possible reward at time t, and a∗t is the optimal action to
take at time t. In other words, Q∗ (st, at) is the expected discounted cumulative reward if action at
is taken at time t, then the optimal policy is followed after that. The value of the discount factor γ
is usually close to 1, and it is used to make expected future rewards matter less the further in the
future they are. Intuitively, the value of Q∗(s, a) (called the Q-value) represents how good it is to
take a proposed action a, given that the agent is in state s. The actor is a separate neural network
responsible for estimating the optimal policy
pi∗ (st) = a∗t (3.2)
In reality, neither the actor nor the critic can perfectly estimate these optimal functions, so
we denote the actual outputs of the actor and critic as pi(s) and Q(s, a) respectively. The goal of
training is to get these outputs as close as possible to their optimal counterparts. For the actor, this
means trying to always output the best action by maximizing Q (st, pi (st)), the critic’s assessment
of the quality of the actor’s proposed action.
Optimizing the critic means making Equation 3.1 as self-consistent as possible by minimizing
the squared error
(Q (st, at)− (rt + γQ (st+1, pi (st+1))))2 (3.3)
In Equation 3.3, a∗t+1 has been replaced by pi (st+1), the actor’s response to being in state st+1.
This is because it’s impossible to know which action is optimal, and the actor’s response is the best
guess we have.
Note that the critic’s only purpose it to give feedback to the actor during training, meaning
that once training is over, only the actor is needed.
7CHAPTER 4. METHODOLOGY
4.1 Training Algorithm
The agent is trained with an algorithm called Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
(TD3) developed by Fujimoto et al. (2018). TD3 utilizes an actor critic model with a couple changes
made to address specific issues. The first change is to address an issue where the critic tends to
overestimate the quality of the given state-action pair. If all state-action pairs were overestimated
uniformly, the actor would still be able to learn which actions are optimal. Unfortunately, state-
action pairs are not overestimated uniformly. TD3 addresses this issue by utilizing two separate
critics Q1(s, a) and Q2(s, a), then using min (Q1(s, a), Q2(s, a)) as the quality.
The issue addressed by the second change comes from the fact that in Equation 3.3, which the
critic uses to learn, we are comparing the critic’s output to a target value which itself depends on
both the actor’s and the critic’s outputs. This self-dependency can cause the critic to be unstable
as when it updates to try to more closely match the target value, the target value itself moves too.
To address this issue, TD3 uses a set of target networks Qtarg,1(s, a), Qtarg,2(s, a), and pitarg(s)
when computing the target values. These two changes give us a new error function for the critic.(
Q (st, at)−
(
rt + γ min
i=1,2
(Qtarg,i (st+1, pitarg (st+1)))
))2
(4.1)
These target networks lag behind the main networks through Polyak averaging, in which after
every training step, the weights θtarg of the target network are moved slightly toward the weights
θ of the main network via the update function
θtarg ← ρθtarg + (1− ρ) θ (4.2)
where ρ is a value in the range [0, 1], typically very close to 1.
For these networks to be trained, the agent needs to be provided with experiences in the form
of (st, at, rt, st+1). This experience denotes that when the agent was in state st and took action at,
8it received a reward of rt and ended up in state st+1. These experiences are generated by allowing
the agent to interact with the environment in one thread, then they are stored in a large buffer
called the experience replay buffer. In a separate thread, batches of 64 experiences are randomly
sampled from the experience replay buffer and fed to the neural networks for training.
Note that it doesn’t matter what action is taken; as long as rt and st+1 are accurate based on st
and at, the experience contains an accurate piece of information about the task and environment.
This allows us to take random actions some of the time when generating experiences, which provides
the agent with a wide range of experiences from which to learn.
The two threads of this training process can be represented as two different algorithms: one to
generate experiences (Algorithm 1) and one to train the models (Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 1: Generate Experiences
Input: Actor model pi with weights θ, empty experience replay buffer D, initial chance of
randomness 0, and randomness decay rate β
1 Initialize the environment
2 ← 0
3 repeat
4 st ← environment state
/* Select random action with probability  */
5 Generate a random number p in the range [0, 1]
6 if p <  then
7 at ← randomly generated action
8 else
9 θ ← most recent actor weights from training thread
10 at ← pi (st)
11 Perform action at in the environment
12 rt ← reward from environment
13 st+1 ← next environment state
14 dt ← done flag indicating whether or not st+1 is the last state in the episode
15 Store (st, at, rt, st+1, dt) in D
16 if dt then /* Episode has ended */
17 Reset the environment
18 ← β /* Reduce probability of random action */
19 until convergence
9Algorithm 2: Train Models
Input: Actor model pi with weights θ, critic models Q1 and Q2 with weights φ1 and φ2,
empty experience replay buffer D, batch size N , discount factor γ, and Polyak factor
ρ
1 Initialize target actor model pitarg with weights θtarg ← θ
2 Initialize target critic model Qtarg,1 with weights φtarg,1 ← φ1
3 Initialize target critic model Qtarg,2 with weights φtarg,2 ← φ1
4 while |D| < N do /* Wait for D to get N experiences */
5 Wait
6 repeat
7 B ← N randomly sampled experiences from D
8 s← vector of states in B
9 a← vector of actions in B
10 r ← vector of rewards in B
11 s′ ← vector of next states in B
12 d← vector of done flags in B
/* Only include future Q-values if d is not set */
13 if d then
14 qtarg ← r
15 else
16 atarg ← pitarg (s′)
17 qmin ← mini=1,2Qtarg,i (s′, atarg)
18 qtarg = r + γqmin
19 Perform a single step of gradient decent on both critics with respect to gradients
∇φi 1|B| (Qi (s, a)− qtarg)2 for i = 1, 2
20 Perform a single step of gradient ascent on the actor with respect to gradients
∇θ 1|B|Q1 (s, pi(s))
21 θtarg ← ρθtarg + (1− ρ)θ
22 φtarg,1 ← ρφtarg,1 + (1− ρ)φ1
23 φtarg,2 ← ρφtarg,2 + (1− ρ)φ2
24 until convergence
4.2 Neural Network Architectures
There are only two distinct neural network architectures in the agent’s model: the actor model
architecture and the critic model architecture. The actor model architecture takes a 100× 100× 3
color image (from from the robot’s point of view) representing the state as input and outputs a
single action value in the range [−1, 1] (where −1 denotes rotating left at full speed, 0 denotes not
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rotating at all, and 1 denotes rotating right at full speed). The architecture for the actor models is
given in Table 4.1.
The critic model architecture takes two inputs: the state and a proposed action. The proposed
action is a single value with an identical range and meaning to the actor’s output. However, unlike
the actor, the critic’s architecture does not use an image to represent the state. Instead, it uses a
single value denoting the angle between the robot’s heading (the direction the camera is pointing)
and a vector going from the robot to the charging station. This is a much more useful value for
the critic to have, as it is directly related to the reward the agent will receive. The idea of giving
the critic more useful information than the actor came from Pinto et al. (2017). Because the critic
is only used to train the actor and is disabled during deployment, the final model produced only
needs a color image to decide what action to take. The critic uses this state value along with the
action input to produce a single output: the Q-value. The architecture for the critic model is given
in Table 4.2.
Table 4.1 Actor Model Architecture
Layer Name Layer Type Input Layer(s) Layer Size Activation
state Input – 100× 100× 3 –
conv 1a 2D Convolutional state (3× 3)× 64 relu
conv 1b 2D Convolutional conv1 a (3× 3)× 64 relu
pool 1 Max Pooling conv1 b (2× 2) –
conv 2a 2D Convolutional pool 1 (3× 3)× 64 relu
conv 2b 2D Convolutional conv2 a (3× 3)× 64 relu
pool 2 Max Pooling conv2 b (2× 2) –
conv 3a 2D Convolutional pool 2 (3× 3)× 64 relu
conv 3b 2D Convolutional conv3 a (3× 3)× 64 relu
pool 3 Max Pooling conv3 b (2× 2) –
flat Flatten pool 3 – –
dense 1 Fully Connected flat 512 relu
dense 2 Fully Connected dense 1 512 relu
dense 3 Fully Connected dense 2 512 relu
dense 4 Fully Connected dense 3 512 relu
dense 5 Fully Connected dense 4 512 relu
action Fully Connected dense 5 1 tanh
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Table 4.2 Critic Model Architecture
Layer Name Layer Type Input Layer(s) Layer Size Activation
state Input – 1 –
action Input – 1 –
merge Concatenataion state, action – –
dense 1 Fully Connected merge 512 relu
dense 2 Fully Connected dense 1 512 relu
dense 3 Fully Connected dense 2 512 relu
dense 4 Fully Connected dense 3 512 relu
dense 5 Fully Connected dense 4 512 relu
quality Fully Connected dense 5 1 linear
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS
5.1 Experiment Setup
5.1.1 Environment
The environment was developed in Isaac Sim, a robotics simulation package from NVIDIA built
on top of the Unreal Engine. This simulation platform was chosen because it is capable of rendering
high-quality, semi-realistic images containing textured objects and lighting effects (such as shadows
and reflections). The environment consists of a single invisible platform floating in the sky. When
the environment is initializes/reset, a yellow charging station model is placed randomly on the
invisible platform along with the agent, a robot model. During simulation, images are rendered
from the viewpoint of a camera on-board the robot model, as shown in Figure 5.1.
5.1.2 Task
The agent is tasked with rotating in place to find the charging station, then maintain focus on
it by keeping it in the center of the robot’s field of view. This is reflected by the reward function
r =
(
~A · ~B
)
− 1 (5.1)
where ~A is the unit vector pointing in the direction of the camera, ~B is the unit vector pointing from
the robot to the charging station, and
(
~A · ~B
)
denotes the dot product of ~A and ~B. A successful
completion of the task is defined as 100 consecutive time steps of keeping this dot product no less
than 0.9. An episode is defined as one successful completion of the task, but the episode will be
ended and considered a failure if the task has not been completed within 120 seconds.
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Figure 5.1 Robot’s view of simulation environment consisting of an invisible platform float-
ing in the sky and a yellow charging station model.
5.2 Initial Experimentation
In an attempt to give the agent the best possible chance to learn, initial experiments took place
in the sky environment on the floating platform. In this environment, the charging station is the only
thing which stands out in the environment. This allowed us to check algorithm implementation,
adjust the neural network architectures, and fine-tune hyperparameters. This eventually led us
to the model architectures described in Section 4.2, but many different model architectures were
tested, including different types of input. This section will highlight a few of these tests.
5.2.1 Test 1
Our first attempt used an actor model similar to the one described in Table 4.1, but the critic
was quite different. The critic also used a color image as input to represent the state, meaning that it
14
contained some convolutional layers, just like the actor. The flattened output of these convolutional
layers was fed through a few fully connected layers, then concatenated with the output of a fully
connected layer which had the action as input. The outputs of these two fully connected layers
which were merged are shown in Figure 5.2: one from the state and one from the action. The rest
of the critic model (after the merge layer) was as shown in Table 4.2.
Figure 5.2 Outputs of the fully connected layers coming from the action (left) and state
image (right) immediately before the concatenation layer throughout the train-
ing process for Test 1.
This model was given 12 hours to train. At the end of this training session, the agent was spin-
ning in circles, always choosing an output of 1, regardless of the state. After further investigation,
the reason for this issue was discovered. As shown in Figure 5.2, the values being merged together
via concatenation within the critic were unbalanced, with the state’s values dwarfing the action’s
values. This had the effect of telling the actor that its actions barely mattered at all.
5.2.2 Test 2
For the next test, batch normalization was added to the fully connected layers immediately
before the concatenation layer in an attempt to put these two streams of data into a similar output
range. After 12 hours of training, the outputs of these two layers were much more balanced, as
shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Outputs of the fully connected layers coming from the action (left) and state
image (right) immediately before the concatenation layer throughout the train-
ing process for Test 2.
As shown in Figure 5.4, the actor began to learn to vary its outputs depending on the state
input, but it’s output remains very close to 0. Moreover, the critic’s output remains very close to
0 for a long time, then becomes very negative very quickly.
5.2.3 Test 3
The next test worth noting was conducted after discovering Pinto et al. (2017). For this test,
the critic’s state input was changed to consist of the absolute locations and orientations of both
the robot and the fuel point within the environment. The model architectures were also change to
more closely match those used by Pinto et al. (2017), resulting in the model architectures described
in Section 4.2.
The results of another 12-hour training session are shown in Figure 5.5. The critic’s output
decreased steadily before settling in a stable range. This stable output range comes from the fact
that the reward is always in the range [−2, 0]. With a discount factor of γ = 0.975, sensible Q-values
should have an upper bound of 0 and a lower bound of
Q(s, a) ≥
∞∑
i=0
−2(0.975)i = −80 (5.2)
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Figure 5.4 Outputs of the actor model (left) and critic model (right) throughout the train-
ing process for Test 2.
However, as soon as the critic’s output started to decrease, the actor’s output quickly went very
high (which means near 1 due to the tanh activation function), hovering around 1 for a majority
of the test.
5.2.4 Test 4
For the final noteworthy test during the initial experimentation, the critic’s state input was
changed to be the angle between the robot’s heading (the direction the camera is pointing) and a
vector going from the robot to the charging station. The learning rate was also decreased during
this experiment in an attempt to prevent the actor’s output from exploding in one direction before
the critic’s output reached a stable range.
Figure 5.6 shows the results during another 12-hour training session. Like in Test 3, the critic’s
output steadily decreased until reaching a stable range, but then turned around and began increas-
ing again. The reason for this can be seen in the actor’s output, where it suddenly separates, with
the actor saying to turn right in some states and left in others. This resulted in a policy where
the agent would rotate to find the charging station, then oscillate left and right, continually over-
shooting it. While this isn’t an optimal policy, the actor was at least responding to the charging
station.
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Figure 5.5 Outputs of the actor model (left) and critic model (right) throughout the train-
ing process for Test 3.
5.3 Further Training and Testing
Test 4 from Section 5.2.4 produced a model which responded to the fuel point’s presence in
the input image. The next phase of testing had two purposes: to allow the model to continue to
improve, and to see how well the model could adapt to change. The first test performed in this
testing phase consisted of simply letting the model train for another 12 hours. This time the agent’s
reward was increased by 100 on the last timestep of a successful episode. The results from this
training session are show in Figure 5.7. Around timestep 225, the actor’s output suddenly shifts
from having a majority of its value near either −1 or 1 to having a majority of its values near 0.
This corresponded to the agent focusing in on the charging station rather than oscillating around
it.
Once the model was showing substantial signs of learning, the next step was to take gradual
steps toward a more realistic environment (as opposed to the invisible platform floating in the sky).
After each change was made, the agent was given 12 hours to learn, then its performance was
evaluated via a test of 100 episodes. The number of successes, average episode length, and average
cumulative reward were recorded as a performance metric.
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Figure 5.6 Outputs of the actor model (left) and critic model (right) throughout the train-
ing process for Test 4.
The first step toward a more realistic environment was creating a new environment consisting of
a floor, four walls, and a ceiling, as shown in Figure 5.8. The agent adapted to this change within
the first hour of training, but was given the full 12 hours to train. It managed to successfully
complete 100% of the episodes with an average episode of 118.03 timesteps and an average reward
of 84.4059. Each timestep lasts for 0.1 seconds, so the agent had to spend 100 timesteps looking
at the charging station for each episode. This means that on average, it only took the agent 18.03
timesteps (1.803 seconds) to find the charging station.
When the agent is eventually moved to the real world, it will not be in an empty room all by
itself, so our next step toward a realistic environment was to add various objects to the environment.
More specifically, the added objects were a banana, a box of sugar, a power drill, and a can of soup.
These objects were used because they were included in an example simulation from Isaac Sim.
Again, the agent was able to quickly adapt to this change, getting a 100% success rate during
the test, an average episode length of 136.65 timesteps (corresponding to the agent taking 3.665
seconds to find the charging station on average), and an average cumulative reward of 80.5861.
In preparation for real-world training/testing, a physical charging station had been developed.
The final step taken toward a realistic environment was to update the model of the charging station
19
Figure 5.7 Outputs of the actor model (left) and critic model (right) throughout the train-
ing process for Test 5.
to match the physical one. As shown in Figure 5.9, this charging station is still yellow, but it also
has some black on it and it’s a different shape from the original model. Regardless of these changes,
the agent was once again able to adapt, achieving another 100% success rate during the test, an
average episode length of 119.97 timesteps (corresponding to the agent taking 1.997 seconds to find
the charging station on average), and an average cumulative reward of 83.0041. A more extensive
evaluation of the model’s performance was conducted over 1000 episodes. On this longer test, the
agent was able to achieve a success rate of 99.4%.
20
Figure 5.8 The new environment consisting of a floor, four walls, and a ceiling, and lit
from above.
21
Figure 5.9 The new charging station model in the new environment with other object
nearby.
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In this work we have shown a method of using the TD3 algorithm developed by Fujimoto et al.
(2018) to train a robot to rotate in place to find and maintain focus on a charging station. We
have shown that our model can successfully complete this task within 30 seconds with a success
rate of 99.4% in simulation. This is just the first step toward solving the auto-recharge problem.
Future areas of investigation include allowing the agent to move, rewarding it for aligning with
the fuel point, then for coupling to the fuel point. After that, the agent can be transferred into
a real-world environment. Finally, the agent could be trained in a wide variety of (simulated or
real-world) environments, allowing it to learn to complete its task in an arbitrary environment.
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